
We've redesigned the way you keep track of your coverage inside Mediaportal.  

Mediaportal Feeds
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How to start monitoring your coverage in Feeds

CHEAT SHEET

A new way to view coverage, Feeds gives you the ability to view media items across 

multiple topics at once, with the added bonus of automated charts to help you uncover 

actionable insights in no time.

Access the new column 

view via the Feeds tab 

on the navigation panel. 

Keep on top of your most important topics on one page. 
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1. Name your Feed 

Tip: Add more columns and track up 

to 10 issues on the one page. 4. Click Apply filter

3. Choose to show or hide duplicate 

media content (where a media item 

has appeared in two of your briefs).

2. Use the toggles to add one or more 

search filters to narrow your your 

coverage results further

Have you built a personal folder or run a coverage search in Mediaportal in the past? Feed 

settings share the same options as these areas, so choosing filters is easy.

Setting up your Feed 
Once you have selected the 'Create your first Feed' button, choose your search criteria in 
3 easy steps. A name and at least one filter option are required to setup a column.

Uniform search setting across Mediaportal
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Managing your media items

Click on the new content notification to 

load the most recent coverage.

 Use the ellipses to edit settings or 

delete your Feed.

You can also export, report or archive 

Feed coverage to a personal folder. 

After selecting one of these options,  

pick the date parameters for the 

content you are actioning. 

Feed columns can access all matching items in your 

Mediaportal from the past 90 days. Load more items 

by scrolling down a column until you see a blue loading 

bar appear.

The Feeds page is great place to manage your media items. Coverage here can be actioned 
individually or in bulk.

Action individual 

items using the 

ellipses or checkbox, 

and view or change 

sentiment using the 

coloured badge.

Easily access all coverage


